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Abstract
In recent years, millions of houses have been damaged or destroyed by natural disasters, such as from earthquake and tsunamis. These disaster situations have led to the construction of a large number of housing units for disaster affected communities. Community based method in which beneficiaries participate with powers to control reconstruction projects has proven that high satisfaction can be achieved among survivors with high accountability and producing good quality houses. However, this method has its own problems also having been exposed to high risks. In construction industry, risk management process has been acknowledged to be an important factor to achieve project objectives. In contrast, examples demonstrating good practices of the application in post disaster reconstruction project are very limited. A typical risk management process is started with risk identification, and in this context this paper aims to identify risk associated with the community based post disaster housing reconstruction process. Special emphasis will be given to the “pre-construction stage” of the process. Comprehensive literature review and interviews were conducted to achieve the objectives. Interviews were conducted with experts, practitioners, government official and representatives of affected communities in Indonesia.

It was found that risks associated with community based post disaster housing reconstruction project at the pre-construction phase is higher than that of during the construction phase. It derives from the situation that in this method the pre construction stage plays a very important role of the whole reconstruction process and also because of many uncertainties exist at this stage. Some key risks that are found which are associated with this include: this method is not very well understood by many stakeholders, especially by local government and poor coordination between stakeholders and their roles in housing reconstruction. Since this method requires facilitation, the unavailability of them, both in terms of numbers and experience can affect the levels of success of the community based method. In this context, building a trust from community to facilitators is also imperative.
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1. Introduction

The increasing of natural disaster occurrences in the last decade has taken thousands of lives and affected millions of people. Most of the deadly natural disasters are come from geological disaster such as earthquake and tsunami. Millions of houses have been destroyed or damaged by them, Bam earthquake in Iran (2003), Gujarat India (2001), Indian Ocean tsunami which affected 12 countries (2004), Sichuan earthquake China (2008), Haiti earthquake (2010) and most recently Japan earthquake and tsunami (2011). These phenomena have led to the reconstruction of a large number of housing units for disaster affected communities all over the world. As a result, a good procurement method that can achieve high satisfaction among beneficiaries has to be developed.

Different procurement methods on providing houses for beneficiaries are available to be implemented, and one of them is a community based method. In the context of disaster, Abarquez and Murshed (2004) define community as a group that may share one or more things in common such as living in the same environment, similar disaster risk exposure, or having been affected by a disaster. Hence in this method, the affected community has a significant power to control the reconstruction project. Community can act as the owner, as the supervisor or even as the contractor of their own reconstruction project. This method has been proven to be one of the key success factors of the entire post disaster reconstruction project (Arslan and Unlu, 2006; Fallahi, 2007; Barenstein, 2008; Lawther, 2009;). However, this method has its own problem and thought to be being exposed to high risk.

Inevitably, post disaster housing reconstruction project can be categorised as a construction project. According to Hlaing et al. (2008) construction industry carries more risk and uncertainty compare to many other industries and because of it has changed significantly more risk and uncertainty are threaten than ever before (Flanagan, 2002). The post disaster situation which is very much different from the normal situation has rise the risk of post disaster housing reconstruction project. In dealing with risk, the construction industry has been acknowledged that risk management is an important factor in achieving project objectives (Kangari, 1995), minimizing losses and enhancing profitability (Akintoye and MacLeod, 1997). However, in post disaster housing reconstruction project, the implementation of risk management has not yet become a common practice (Silva, 2010).

As a starting point of the risk management process on community based post disaster housing reconstruction, this paper presents risks identified during the pre construction stage of community based post disaster housing reconstruction method.

2. Risk Management

Risk is the combination of the probability of an event and its consequence (PD ISO/IEC Guide 73:2002) and generally used only when there is at least the possibility of negative consequences. The success or failure of any project will be depending on how risk is treated and the construction industry has poorly managed it (Thompson and Perry, 1992). Although the risk is
often associated with negative impact, Hillson (2002) states that risk can also bring positive consequences on project objectives. As a result, Olsson (2007) suggests that risk management process should be capable of managing both risk and uncertainty. Risk can delay the project delivery, escalate cost and produce a low quality product (Thompson and Perry, 1992) because it affects productivity, performance, quality, and budget of a construction project (Kangari, 1995). Hence, the main purpose of the risk management process is to ensure the construction project to meet it objectives. However, the implementation of it is not easy (Thompson and Perry, 1992). According to Tang et al. (2007) there are three barriers in implementing the risk management process: lack of joint risk management mechanisms by parties, shortage of knowledge/techniques on risk management and different recognition of risk control strategies.

Risk management process is classified in a different way by scholars. Thompson and Perry (1992) divide it into risk analysis and risk management, while Boothroyd and Emmett (1996) classify it as risk assessment and risk management. In more detail, Baker, et al. (1999) states that risk management consists of five stages, risk identification, risk analysis, risk evaluation, risk response and risk monitoring, while PD ISO/IEC Guide 73:2002 classify it as risk assessment, risk treatment, risk acceptance, and risk communication. However, it is generally the process of identification, evaluation, treatment and communication of risk.

Thompson and Perry (1992) state that risk management is most valuable to be implemented in the early stage as there is much flexibility in design and planning and should be a continuing process until the project completion. Figure 1 shows risk and cost curve over project phase. It can be seen that if risk management process is carrying out at the beginning of the project than the impact of risk on project cost would be minimum and vice versa.

Risk identification is the first stage of a risk management process (Forbes et al, 2008) and it is the most important phase of the risk management process as no action can be taken on a risk if it
has not been identified (Boothroyd and Emmett, 1996; Chapman and Ward, 1997 and Forbes et al., 2008). The purpose of risk identification is to find, list and characterize risks which may affect the achievement of the agreed project or project phase objectives. This process may also reveal opportunities (BS IEC 62198:2001). There are a number of methods of risk identification (BS IEC 62198:2001): brainstorming, expert opinion, structured interviews, questionnaires, checklists, historical data, previous experience, testing and modeling, and evaluation of other projects. In addition, according to Thompson and Perry (1992) the common techniques implemented are checklists, interviews and brainstorming. The following section discusses about the housing reconstruction.

3. Housing reconstruction

In Indonesia, the number of large scale earthquakes has increased dramatically since the giant Aceh earthquake in 2004. It has been recorded that after the 2004 earthquake until 2010, there has been forty three big earthquakes compared to just only twelve earthquakes between 1992 and 2004 (USGS, 2010 and USGS, 2011). The severity of earthquake is not just in terms of fatalities, but it also took significant numbers of damage to houses and economic losses. Aceh earthquake in 2004 and Nias earthquake in 2005 has made 120,000 new houses were needed by people and economic losses were US$ 4.1 billion. Yogyakarta (Central Java) 6.3 Richter scale earthquake in 27 May 2006 destroyed 157,000 houses and estimated economic losses were US$ 3.1 billion (BAPPENAS et al., 2006). Two big earthquakes in 2009, Tasikmalaya earthquake (7.0 Richter scale), West Java, in 2 September 2009 damaged 65,700 houses and took 81 lives, and Padang earthquake (7.6 Richter scale), West Sumatera, in 30 September 2009 killed 1117 people and left 135,000 houses heavily damaged. The most recent earthquake (7.7 Richter scale) on 25 October 2010 in the remote area of Kepulauan Mentawai which triggered three metres tsunami took 509 lives and heavily damaged 879 houses. These facts have pushed the need for a good strategy in housing reconstruction to be developed. Hayles (2010) suggests that it must find a balance between affordability, technical feasibility and quality of life. Silva (2010) adds that the most appropriate method will be depending on the skills and capacity of the beneficiaries, the availability of local material, the complexity of the housing design and type of construction, the timescale for reconstruction and the availability of funding. However, its implementation is not easy as it requires inter-disciplinary strategies, tools and approaches (Haigh and Amaratunga, 2010).

The basic criteria of project success in construction industry are time, cost and quality (Chan and Chan, 2004). However, in the post disaster housing reconstruction this is not enough, as the community satisfaction is also an important factor. It was found that in some post disaster housing reconstruction projects beneficiaries were not satisfied with the houses provided for them although it has come with a good quality. This has led to the low occupancy rate. To overcome these problems, community based method may be the solution.

Davidson et al. (2007) propose a model of the level of community participation in a housing reconstruction project (Figure 2). It can be seen that the level of control of community reduces from the top ladder to the bottom ladder. Ophiyandri et al. (2010) suggest that to be named as
‘Community Based’ or ‘Community Driven’ post disaster housing reconstruction approach, the level of community participation should be in the level of collaboration or empowerment. In these two level communities have a control on the housing reconstruction project. In practical, beneficiaries can act as the owner, as the supervisor or even as the contractor of their own housing reconstruction project.

In Aceh reconstruction, the community based approach has proven its superiority compare to the contactor based approach, when it can produce high construction quality, high satisfaction and high accountability (Dercon and Kusumawijaya, 2007). Another benefit of it is it is faster (ACARP, 2007) and creates a sense of ownership and pride among beneficiaries (MDF, 2008).

4. Methodology

Considering that risk management for the whole reconstruction process is a very broad area with a very broad scope, this research focuses on the application of risk management principles during the pre-construction phase of the community based post disaster housing reconstruction projects. The other reason to focus upon the pre-construction phase of a community based post disaster re-construction project is that this phase is identified as one of the most important phases which contributes immensely towards the success of community based post disaster housing reconstruction project.

Comprehensive literature review and semi structured interviews were conducted to achieve the objective of the research. Total numbers of interviewees were thirty two which can be divided into five categories. Category and number of respondents are as follows: expert/academia three respondents, government official three respondents, facilitator nine respondents, practitioner eight respondents, and affected community nine respondents. Respondents have had an experience on post disaster housing reconstruction in Aceh (2004), Yogyakarta (2006) and Padang (2009). At this stage, the aim of these methods is to identify risk during the pre-
construction phase of community based post disaster housing reconstruction. It does not attempt to justify the probability of the risk to be happened nor its impact onto the project objectives.

The risk identification on the pre construction stage is categories based on the stages of the project, namely: initiation stages, building assessment, beneficiaries identification, facilitators recruitment, program socialisation and community organisation, community training and housing design.

5. Risk in Community Based Approach

5.1 Why in preconstruction stage?

Considering that construction projects are unique, the risk in involving a community in the disaster circumstances must be very specific and they would be very different compared to the risk on contractor base reconstruction activities. Although community based housing reconstruction has been proven to be a better way of carrying out reconstruction activities, it is obvious that without having any experience and knowledge on construction, community involvement has greater risks than the contractor based method. The employment of unskilled labour on construction projects can lead to poor quality, and cost over runs (Tabassi and Bakar, 2009), affect the level of productivity and may also lead to injuries (Nasir et al, 2003). Moreover, research by Thevendram and Mawdesley (2004) reveals that the level of importance of human risk factors in the construction project compared to the other factors (financial risk, environmental risk, political risk, construction related risk and physical risk) was significant (56%).

Many problems of community based post disaster housing reconstruction project also exist at preconstruction stage. Dercon and Kusumawijaya (2007) highlight that failures in community based approaches are caused by the delay in the start up process where there is little time for the participatory process. In addition, Uher and Toakley (1999) state that the conceptual phase of a new construction project is the most important and has the highest degree of uncertainty. Although it is viewed as the most important stage, in contrast, Lyons and Skitmore (2004) found that risk management usage in the execution and planning stages of the project life cycle is higher than in the conceptual or termination phases. In addition, research by Manelele and Muya (2008) on community based construction projects reveals that many of the critical risks identified during the pre-construction stage. Some risks identified are unconfirmed sources of funds, lack of technical advice, lack of consensus, lack of cooperation, non-conformity to standard specification, incompetency to recruit skilled labour, unavailability of skilled labour, incompetent labour, lengthy tender processes, and lack of work schedules (Manelele and Muya, 2008). Based on the interview it was found that 87% of the respondent (excluded the community) agreed that the pre-construction stage carried the more risk than the construction/execution stage.

In the pre construction stage, Dercon and Kusumawijaya (2007) reveal that there are three important lessons from Aceh that need to be learned in implementing community based
reconstruction: a need for a standard definition for the terms participation and community based as this can make confusion, implementer should provide enough time for the participatory process as giving short time can lead to failure, and as well as the shortage of facilitators. The lack of understanding on community participation also happened in housing reconstruction in Sirinkoy, Turkey, after the earthquake in 1999 (Ganapati and Ganapati, 2009). The limited knowledge on how community based approach can lead to the failure and mismanagement of reconstruction project.

5.2 Government capacity

After the experience on post disaster housing reconstruction in Aceh, where community based method achieved high satisfaction among beneficiaries, Government of Indonesia has accepted the community based as the priority method for post disaster housing reconstruction method. On the reconstruction of Yogyakarta in 2006 and Padang in 2009, from the early stage Government of Indonesia has taken the policy to implement the community based housing reconstruction. This implies that in the policy setting, this method has already been well accepted by central government. However, in the project level, especially on the local government this method has not been very well understood. Kusumasari (2010) highlights the lack of skills and expertise of local government. Low government capacity can lead to unclear reconstruction method, unclear role and responsibility of stakeholders and can create coordination and communication problems. Interviewee 1 stated: ‘Poor coordination between stakeholders has slowed down the reconstruction process...’. Moreover, Kusumasari (2010) and interview found that this is the real situation in post disaster housing reconstruction. Another specific problem that emerged in Padang is a general election. Interviews reveal that general election process has slowed down the reconstruction process as the council leader sometime busy on a campaign.

5.3 Funding

Source of funding also has to be considered in designing the housing reconstruction. In Aceh, funding was not a big issue as budget to build a complete house for affected communities was available. However, in Padang reconstruction where finance came from governments’ budget, funding has become a problem. A lot of administration procedure to deliver the fund to community has delayed the start of housing reconstruction. "...There are so many paper works that have to be done. It has made us confuse. We just want the fund to be in our account as soon as possible.", said interviewee 2. In spending government money, the time of reconstruction also has to be considered. As Padang reconstruction started at the end of a fiscal year, budget that cannot be spent during that year has to be send back to government.

5.4 Building assessment and beneficiaries identification

Building assessment and beneficiaries identification can run simultaneously and sometime these activities take place during the emergency period. Many organisations involve in the emergency period and they sometime bring their own method in building assessment. Local government should take this responsibility from the very beginning and should not let other organisations to
take charge on this process as this can lead to confusion among survivors. They have to provide a uniform standard building assessment. This process requires a lot of surveyors, as a result the unavailability of surveyors would be a problem. Another risk identified during this process is a lack of database on the property owner. However, the community based approach actually can minimise the risk of misidentification of eligible beneficiaries as this process will involve them intensively. Interviewee 3 said "...this process can ensure the fund goes to the right person. If individual tries to have more funding that he/she ineligible to have, there will be a social sanction from community...". Because of the severity justification of damage house (heavily damaged or slightly damaged) has direct implication on the amount of money the beneficiaries can have, many survivors often want their building to be categorised as heavily damaged. Beneficiaries sometime intimidate building surveyors to categorise their building into this group. Collusion among community or between community and surveyor also might happen in this process".

5.5 Facilitator shortages

As community based approach requires a lot of facilitators, Padang housing reconstruction struggled in providing technical facilitators. Not only in terms of facilitators number, their experience and knowledge were also limited. " availability is very limited in West Sumatra and most of them are still fresh graduate. Because of that, then we recruited architect, but still was not sufficient as we need thousands of facilitators": Interviewee 4. Jha et al. (2010) also state that risk can arise because of the failure in recruiting facilitators and trainers who understand and believe in the community based approach. This situation has led to a complaint from community stating that facilitators do not have a capability in guiding them to build a resilience and safer house. It was also found that there was a mispolicy from government because on the first reconstruction stage, facilitators were not trained on how to implement the housing reconstruction process and most importantly on how to work and to empower the community meeting phase plays an important part on the success of community based approach. As a result, knowledge of facilitators on how to manage the relationship with community and knowledge on the technical aspects of building reconstruction are imperative. It is obvious that sometimes there will be a resistance from community to facilitator or an incorporate community, but these are the problems that the facilitator has to deal with.

5.6 Trust

Gathering a trust from community to facilitator is one of the key factors on the success of community based approach as Interviewee 5 said "gathering trust from community is very important to be achieved at the earlier phase.". If this can be achieved, community would be willing to work together with facilitator. It means that community meeting phase plays an important part on the success of community based approach. As a result, knowledge of facilitators on how to manage the relationship with community and knowledge on the technical aspects of building reconstruction are imperative. It is obvious that sometimes there will be a resistance from community to facilitator or an incorporate community, but these are the problems that the facilitator has to deal with.
For affected area that has a very limited number of construction labour, community training is one solution to this problem. In this stage, again facilitator knowledge on how to build a safer house is very important. The availability of training material that can be easily understood by community would be easier the job of facilitator. In housing design, facilitator has to learn and understand the cultural consideration in community. This has to be inline with the building code for resilience earthquake house.

From above explanation, it can be seen that risk on community based post disaster housing reconstruction exist in every stage of pre construction stage. It mainly derives from the level of understanding of government, especially local government, on community based method and availability of facilitator knowledge and experience.

6. Conclusion

Risk in the pre-construction phase of community based post disaster housing reconstruction project is higher than the construction phase. It derives from the situation that the pre construction stage plays a very important role of the whole reconstruction process and also because of many uncertainties exists at this stage. Some key risks are: the community based approach is not very well understood by many stakeholders, especially by local government; the unavailability of facilitators, both in terms of numbers, experience and knowledge can affect the levels of success of the community based method. In this context, building a trust from community to facilitators is also imperative. The next step of this research process is to carry out a questionnaire survey to quantify the probability of identified risk and its impact on time, cost and quality.
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